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LEWIN MEDICAL EQUIPMENT CO. LTD.

Shandong LEWIN Medical Equipment Co., Ltd. is a professional medical equipment 

manufacturer with certificates, such as CE, FDA, ISO9001, ISO13485, SGS, Rohs, MHRA, 

FSC(Free Sales Certificate) and located in Qufu city of  Shandong Province, China. We have 

R&D center in Shandong, Shanghai, Shenzhen to launch new products to meet the needs for 

hospital every year. We have more than 50,000 square meters workshop and R&D building, 

which is characterized by high quality products and advanced technology.  

LEWIN
  LEWIN MEDICAL EQUIPMENT CO. LTD.

ADD: NO. 2 FAZHAN AVENUE, ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
ZONE, QUFU, SHANDONG PROVINCE, CHINA 273100
TEL: +86-537-3748923, FAX: +86-537-3748935
EMAIL: lewin@lewinmed.com
Website: www.lewinmed.com
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Anti static lithotomy crutches swiveling type with 

ball socket, leg strap & ss clamps

Anaesthesia arm board with ss clamp, wrist strap 

having 360˚ rotation & tilting 30˚ both sides

Anti static shoulder support with bar and 
SS clamps

Anaesthetic screen

Adjustable padded side support 

Rail Clamps

Body straps

Urological extender/ adapter with 
drainage tray to extend seat 

section more than 30 cm 

Clamps

ACCESSORIES

CreBle 3000

ELECTRO HYDRAULIC 
O.T. TABLE



Head & Leg Section are

detachable & interchangable

Back section for 

X-Ray cassette holding

Head Section up 

Pillow position up to 90º
Head Section Down

Leg Section Down 90º & Split apart 180º Split Leg Section

FEATURES

 Modular C-Arm image intensifier fully X-Ray radiolucent table top divided into 5 sections and 
back section with integrated slot/ channel for X-Ray cassette holding.

 Detachable head section provided with gas spring assisted for tilting facility. Head & leg sections 
are interchangeable & can be removed easily with single touch.

 Detachable two section leg plate provided with gas spring assisted tilting facility.

 Medical Grade 304# full stainless steel materials including side rails with epoxy powder coated,  
fully scratch less and waterproof.

 Two Controllers with table:
1. Wired remote control.
2. Keypad flush integrated controller on central column.

 Facilities for motorized height adjustment, trendelenburg, reverse trendelenburg, left tilt/ lean, 
right tilt/ lean, flex, reflex, back section up & down, longitudinal slide, one button chair position, 
one button zero position for getting table back to normal position from any position, kidney 
elevation and self leveling floor lock.

 The hand held remote shows symbolic presentation of all positions for clear display of 
operations.

 Inbuilt manual override control panel on table column can be used for all operations in case of 
power failure or loss of hand controller.

 Longitudinal slide of 300mm both sides allows access of C-Arm for 1700mm of table length.  

 Base height - 150mm accommodates modern MIS & bariatric procedures. Maximum room for the 
feet  ensures comfortable surgeon work position.

 360° directional rotative four wheel casters for easy movements and self-leveling central floor 
locks for stability on uneven floors.

 Back section with integrated slot/channel for X-Ray cassette holding that can be inserted from 
both ends and can take X-Ray of whole body.

 Seat section with U-shaped cut-out for gynecology position. Two separate & detachable leg 
section having facility for up/ down, tilting & splitting apart laterally to 180°.

 Table top consist of 4/ 5 sections covered with detachable radiolucent, antistatic-electric 
conductive latex free mattress of 50mm thickness designed for patient comfort & prevent 
pressure ulcer.

 Designed for a patient weight of 300 kgs in normal position and 250 kgs in positions like 
trendelenburg, tilt etc.

 UPS power supply rechargeable built-in battery system having sufficient capacity for backup 
of more than 8 hours (100 operations) in event of power failure.

SPECIFICATIONS



Minimum Height: 650mm Maximum Height: 1000mm

Trendelenburg: 30° Reverse Trendelenburg: 30°

Left Lean/ Tilt 20° Right Lean/ Tilt 20° Longitudanal Slide 300mm

Flex 220°

Kidney Position 120mm
Reverse Flex 110° Electric Hydraulic Brake System

One Button Chair Position

OPERATIONS

PARAMETERS
FEATURES

MODEL: CreBle 3000

Length and Width (LxW) 2160mm (L) x 580mm (W)

Height Adjustment (electrical) 650 mm (minimum) - 1000 mm (maximum)

Lateral Tilt (electrical) 20º Left and Right

Maximum Weight Bearing 300 kgs

Power Source 220V - 240V, 50Hz - 60Hz

Trendelenburg & R. Trendelenburg (electrical) 30º both

Back section (electrical) 80º up and 40º down

Longitudinal Slide (electrical) 300mm (both sides)

Flex/ Reflex (electrical) 220º/ 110º

Leg section adjustment (manual) 20º up and 90º down

Head section adjustment (manual) 90º up and 45º down

Built-in kidney elevation (electrical) 120mm

PARAMETERS

Wired & integrated controller on column with on/ off 
switch,  lock/ unlock for self level floor locking, 
minimum & maximum height, trendelenburg & 
reverse trendelenburg, lateral titl, back section up & 
down, longitudinal slide, one button flex & reflex, 
chair position, zero position from any position. 
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